Circular

To maintain the uniformity in rates for the work to be executed through the different methods of trench less technology in water side, a committee was constituted by the competent authority for evolving the methods and the same. After considering all the aspects, the report has given his recommendation duly approved from competent authority, as follows.

The estimate involving trench less technology will be framed in two parts as under:

1. Sub head-A: Works based on CPWD circulated DPR

2. Sub head-B: Works of trench less based schedule of rates circulated by Trench less Society of India.

The tenders will be evaluated based on the "lowest package cost". Least package cost shall make the lowest.

It is, therefore circulated to adopt the schedule of rates of Trench less Society of India and framing the estimate under two sub heads as above.

All S.E.'s

Superintending Engineer (P) W